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In this paper, we demonstrate that periodic, micropatterned superhydrophobic surfaces, previously
noted for their ability to provide laminar flow drag reduction, are capable of reducing drag in the
turbulent flow regime. Superhydrophobic surfaces contain micro- or nanoscale hydrophobic features
which can support a shear-free air-water interface between peaks in the surface topology. Particle
image velocimetry and pressure drop measurements were used to observe significant slip velocities,
shear stress, and pressure drop reductions corresponding to drag reductions approaching 50%. At a
given Reynolds number, drag reduction is found to increase with increasing feature size and spacing,
as in laminar flows. No observable drag reduction was noted in the laminar regime, consistent with
previous experimental results for the channel geometry considered. The onset of drag reduction
occurs at a critical Reynolds number where the viscous sublayer thickness approaches the scale of
the superhydrophobic microfeatures and performance is seen to increase with further reduction in
viscous sublayer height. These results indicate superhydrophobic surfaces may provide a significant
drag reducing mechanism for marine vessels. © 2009 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.3207885�

I. INTRODUCTION

The development of techniques which produce signifi-
cant drag reduction in turbulent flows can have a profound
effect on a variety of existing technologies. The benefits of
drag reduction range from a reduction in the pressure drop in
pipe flows to an increase in fuel efficiency and speed of
marine vessels. Drag reduction in turbulent flows can be
achieved through a number of different mechanisms includ-
ing the addition of polymers to the fluid,1 the addition of
bubbles2 or air layers,3,4 compliant walls,5 and riblets.6 We
will demonstrate that superhydrophobic surfaces can be used
as a new passive technique for reducing drag over a wide
range of Reynolds numbers from laminar7,8 to turbulent
flows.

Superhydrophobic surfaces were originally inspired by
the unique water repellent properties of the lotus leaf.9 They
are rough, with micro or nanometer-sized surface features. In
the Cassie state, illustrated in Fig. 1, the chemical hydropho-
bicity of the material prevents the water from moving into
the space between the peaks of the rough surface, resulting in
the air-water interface which is essentially shear-free. The
resulting surface possesses a composite interface where mo-
mentum transfer with the wall occurs only at liquid-solid and
not the liquid-vapor interfaces. Recent synthetic superhydro-
phobic surfaces have been developed which are perfectly hy-
drophobic, obtaining contact angles that can approach
�=180° with no measurable contact hysteresis.9,10 It should
be noted that the extreme contact angles available with su-
perhydrophobic surfaces result from their superhydrophobic
topography rather than chemical hydrophobicity; contact
angles on smooth surfaces of the same chemistry are much
lower.

Philip11,12 and Lauga and Stone13 provide analytical

solutions for laminar Poiseuille flows over alternating slip
and no-slip boundary conditions, such as those existing
above a submerged superhydrophobic surface. These results
provide an analytical solution predicting and quantifying
drag reduction resulting from slip/no-slip walls, in laminar
flows. Ou and Rothstein7,14 demonstrated that superhydro-
phobic surfaces produce drag reduction and an apparent slip,
corresponding to slip lengths of b=25 �m, at the wall in
laminar flows as a direct result of the shear-free air-water
interface between surface microfeatures. Here the slip length
is defined using Navier’s slip model where the slip velocity,
u0, is proportional to the shear rate experienced by the fluid
at the wall

u0 = b
�u

�y
. �1�

These results have been extended to a variety of superhydro-
phobic surface designs and flow geometries.8,15 A thorough
overview of the no-slip boundary condition is given by
Lauga et al.16 Ybert et al.17 examined scaling relationships
for slip over superhydrophobic surfaces. For a superhydro-
phobic surface in the Cassie state, they showed slip length to
increase sharply with decreasing solid fraction and increas-
ing effective contact angle.17 However, Voronov et al.18,19

demonstrated that for hydrophobic surfaces, there is not nec-
essarily a positive correlation between increased contact
angle and slip length.

Fundamentally, the effective reduction in solid-liquid
boundary as a superhydrophobic drag reduction mechanism
should be independent of whether the flow is laminar or
turbulent. In turbulent flows, a thin viscous-dominated sub-
layer exists very near to the wall. It extends to a height,
measured in terms of wall units, viscous lengths, of
y+=y /���w /�=5.20 Where y is the height above the wall, �
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is the kinematic viscosity, �w is the wall shear stress, and � is
the fluid density. In the viscous sublayer, the mean velocity
increases linearly with position, u+=y+. Changes in momen-
tum transfer to the viscous sublayer can have a dramatic
influence on the entire turbulent flow and can result in drag
reduction. This effect is demonstrated in the direct numerical
simulation �DNS� studies of Min and Kim21 who imposed a
fixed, arbitrary, but not unreasonable, longitudinal slip length
boundary condition in a turbulent channel flow. Similar work
was performed by Fukagata et al.22 who related drag reduc-
tion and slip length. More recently, Martell et al.23 used DNS
to study the turbulent flows over periodic slip/no-slip bound-
ary conditions to simulate microposts and microridges geom-
etries that approximate the superhydrophobic surfaces pre-
sented here. Their simulations predict a drag reduction that
increases with both the microfeature spacing and the surface
coverage of the shear-free air-water interface as well as with
the Reynolds number.24 In addition to the presence of the
shear-free interface, drag reduction mechanisms such as sur-
face compliance and turbulent structure attenuation may also
exist for micropatterned superhydrophobic surfaces.

Few experimental studies have considered superhydro-
phobic drag reduction into the turbulent regime.25–28 In a
recent experimental study, Gogte et al.25 observed drag re-
duction in turbulent flow over a hydrofoil coated with a ran-
domly structured superhydrophobic surface produced from
hydrophobically modified sandpaper. Drag reductions of up
to 18%, based on combined skin friction and form drag, were
reported for the hydrofoil. Overall drag reduction on the hy-
drofoil decreased with increasing Reynolds number. How-
ever, one should note that the total drag was reported and the
individual contribution of friction and form drag was not
deconvoluted. The form drag of the body should increase
significantly with Reynolds number and could obscure the
performance trend of the superhydrophobic surface which
affects only skin friction drag. It is not necessarily inconsis-

tent for skin friction drag reduction to be stable or increasing
with Reynolds number as predicted by the DNS simulations
of Martell.24 Balasubramanian et al.28 achieved similar re-
sults for flow over an ellipsoidal model with a disordered
superhydrophobic surface similar to that employed by Gogte
et al.,25 but having smaller microfeatures. Henoch et al.29

demonstrated preliminary success in a conference proceeding
noting drag reduction over 1.25 �m spaced “nanograss”
posts in the turbulent regime.

Similar in physical mechanism to superhydrophobic drag
reduction, air layer drag reduction, results from continuous
air injection sufficient to produce an uninterrupted vapor
layer existing between the solid surface and the water. Such
air layers are an active technique for producing drag reduc-
tion; they do not require chemical hydrophobicity of the sur-
face and exist only as long as the required air injection rate is
maintained. Elbing et al.3 demonstrated air layers are capable
of producing nearly complete elimination of skin friction
drag. The authors demonstrated the existence of three dis-
tinct regions; bubble drag reduction at low air injection rates
where performance is linear with air injection rate and drag
reductions up to 20% can be achieved, a transitional region
at moderate injection rates, and a full air layer at large air
injection rates. Once the full air layer is achieved, Elbing
reported little performance increase with additional airflow.
It should be noted that drag reduction falls off with distance
from the injection point until a complete air layer is
achieved. Reed30 utilized millimeter sized ridges to capture
and stabilize injected air and form a continuous air layer
between the ridges. The author noted hydrophobic walls,
with ridge features much too large �millimeter� to produce a
superhydrophobic effect, exhibited an enhanced ability to
form and maintain stable air layers. Additionally, Fukuda et
al.4 demonstrated an increase in drag reduction obtained
when a discontinuous layer of injected bubbles are attracted
by walls treated with hydrophobic paint.

Geometrically, riblets appear similar to the superhydro-
phobic surfaces under present consideration; however, their
scale and function are completely different. Riblets are
ridges aligned in the flow direction which reduce drag in
turbulent flows by disrupting the transverse motion of the
fluid at the surface, thereby moving near-wall turbulent
structures farther from the wall.6 Unlike superhydrophobic
surfaces, the grooves between riblet features are wetted by
the fluid, and function equally well for both liquids and gas-
ses. Unfortunately, riblet geometries only perform well
within a limited range of Reynolds numbers and can have
derogatory effects outside of their designed range. To func-
tion, riblets must maintain a spacing, w+=w /���w /�, be-
tween 10�w+�30 wall units.31 As will be demonstrated in
Secs. II–IV, the superhydrophobic microfeatures used in the
present experiments are at least an order of magnitude too
small to produce a riblet effect. It will be shown that the
observed drag reduction is due to the presence of a shear-free
air-water interface supported between microfeatures.
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Schematic of air trapped between hydrophobic mi-
crofeatures of a superhydrophobic surface. The air-water interface produces
shear-free regions resulting in a reduction in wetted area and regions that
can experience significant slip in flows. �b� Micrograph of a superhydropho-
bic microridge geometry containing 60 �m wide ridges spaced 60 �m
apart. Features are approximately 25 �m deep.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The present work presents particle image velocimetry
�PIV� and pressure drop measurements of a turbulent channel
flow over several superhydrophobic walls. The superhydro-
phobic surfaces were engineered with regular arrays of mi-
croridges aligned in the flow direction in order to systemati-
cally investigate the effect of topological changes on the
velocity profiles, slip length and drag reduction in turbulent
channel flows. Superhydrophobic polydimethylsiloxane
�PDMS� test surfaces were cast from silicon wafer molds
produced by a lithographic process. A 25 �m layer of SU 8
photoresist �Microchem� was spun onto bare or oxide coated
silicon wafers. The substrate was then exposed through a
negative mask of the desired pattern and developed to pro-
duce a mold. A micrograph of a typical wafer mold, in this
case for 60 �m microridges spaced 60 �m apart, is shown
in Fig. 1�b�. Once completed, the wafers were used to cast
patches of micropatterned PDMS approximately 150 mm
long which were then seamlessly joined to produce a 1 m
long superhydrophobic surface. All measurements are con-
ducted on the downstream section of the patch, minimally
thirty channel half heights, �, downstream of the nearest
patch joint. Smooth test surfaces were prepared by curing
PDMS on a smooth flat cast polymethyl methacrylate
�PMMA� plate. The PDMS was treated with a highly fluori-
nated silane �Gelest, Tullytown, PA� to make it more hydro-
phobic, resulting in an advancing contact angle of approxi-
mately �=125°. Untreated PDMS having an advancing
contact angle of approximately �=110° on a smooth surface
was also used with identical results. No measurable slip
lengths were observed for flows over smooth PDMS sur-
faces. It should be noted that for materials not demonstrating
slip over smooth surfaces, contact angle is important to su-
perhydrophobicity only inasmuch as it increases the maxi-
mum pressure sustainable by the three phase interface.7 Con-
tact angle does not affect the shear-free area or the interface
deflection for a fixed sustainable pressure, and thus should
not affect the turbulent drag reduction obtained. A section of
microridge superhydrophobic surface is seen in Fig. 2 with
two droplets of water, sitting on top of the microfeatures,
demonstrating the Cassie state, and ethanol, which wets the
surface, demonstrating the Wenzel state.

PIV is conducted in a rectangular channel flow geometry
shown in Fig. 3�a�., fabricated from optically clear PMMA
with a single interchangeable PDMS test surface at the bot-
tom wall. The channel was W=38.1 mm wide and full chan-
nel height was 2�=7.9 mm. Reverse osmosis purified water

was used as the working fluid. Water purity does not seem to
affect drag reduction results the same water was used for
several weeks with no change in performance. For PIV, the
water was seeded with 0.005 wt % of 11 �m diameter hol-
low silvered glass spheres �Sphericel, Potters Industries,
Carlstadt, NJ�. Flow was provided under gravity from a head
tank and collected for reuse. A centrifugal pump returns fluid
to maintain head level, provisions exist to run the apparatus
directly from the pump although, to reduce vibrations, the
pump is turned off during measurements. Static pressures
within the flow cell were held below 5 kPa to ensure the
Cassie state was maintained. Ridges were designed to pre-
vent air from escaping at the ends to allow operation near or
possibly slightly above the limit predicted by Young’s law
for captive air at atmospheric pressure. The flow rate was
measured by one of two turbine flow meters �low flow rates
FTB-603, Omega; high flow rates FTB-902, Omega� placed
in series with the test section. It was adjusted by a throttling
valve located far upstream. Reynolds number was calculated
from flow rate and verified by numerical integration of ve-
locity profiles when PIV profiles of the entire channel height
were accessible. PIV was conducted in the x-y plane at mid
channel approximately 200–225 half heights from the inlet,
far enough downstream to ensure a fully developed turbulent
flow over the superhydrophobic surfaces. Illumination is pro-
vided by a 500 �m wide light sheet. Images were recorded
with a high-speed video camera �Phantom 4.2� at frame rates
up to 8500 frames/s and correlated with a commercial code
�DaVis, LaVision Gmbh�. Under the maximum magnification
of our experiments, the velocities could be accurately re-
solved within 50 �m from the wall. At reduced magnifica-
tions, PIV images cover the entire channel to simultaneously
observe smooth top and superhydrophobic bottom walls. Im-
ages were recorded under ambient lighting to establish wall
location; for full channel measurements the true wall loca-
tion is known to within 10 �m accuracy. Up to 10 000
frames of steady state flow were captured, correlated and
averaged to generate each velocity profile. Scale was estab-
lished by imaging targets and verified with the known height
of the channel.

Presently, we consider two superhydrophobic microridge
geometries and the smooth PMMA top wall, which have
been tested over a range of mean Reynolds numbers
2000�Re=2�U /��9500. Here U is the mean fluid velocity
measured from the flow. Transitional effects are considered

FIG. 2. �Color online� Water and ethanol droplets resting on a superhydro-
phobic surface. The water drops stand off the surface in the Cassie state
while ethanol fully wets the surface in the Wenzel state. Microridges run
front to back and the air-water interfaces they support are visible under the
water drops.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Cross section of flow cell used for PIV with a PDMS
superhydrophobic surface on the bottom and a smooth acrylic surface on
top. The bottom surface was interchangeable and was replaced with a num-
ber of different superhydrophobic PDMS surfaces.
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to persist up to Re=3000 for this flow.20 Two geometries
with 50% shear-free air-water interface coverage were con-
sidered. The first contains microridges d=30 �m wide and
spaced w=30 �m apart �30-30� and the second contained
microridges d=60 �m wide and spaced w=60 �m apart
�60-60�. As noted, feature sizes considered range from
w+�2 wall units for the 30-30 ridges and remain less than
w+�3.5 wall units for the 60-60 ridges. These ridge spacings
are an order of magnitude too small to produce a riblet effect
over the present range of Reynolds numbers.

Additional quantification of superhydrophobic drag re-
duction was obtained through direct pressure drop measure-
ments in the channel. Here, the test section was replaced with
a channel having superhydrophobic surfaces on both top and
bottom walls, Fig. 4. The channel height was set by the pre-
cisely machined aluminum side spacer seen in the figure, and
the flow cell assembly was conducted with a calibrated
wrench to maintain precise uniformity of the channel be-
tween tests, fixing the channel aspect ratio. The channel was
W=38.1 mm wide and 2�=5.5 mm high. Additionally, mul-
tiple data collection sessions were performed for each sur-
face, with reassembly of the apparatus between each session.
Measurements were conducted from single taps, as illus-
trated, over a 70 mm span more than 130� from the channel
inlet. Pressure was read directly from a pair of water column
manometers reading static pressures at the front and back of
the test section. Water column heights were photographically
recorded, the differences in column height being used to cal-
culate the pressure drop across the test section. The manom-
eter resolution was �1 Pa, which resulted in pressure drop
measurement uncertainty that ranged from 5% for the slow-
est flows to 0.5% for the highest Reynolds numbers tested.
Flow rate was measured with a turbine flow meter as in the
PIV experiments. Flow control and Reynolds number capa-
bilities are identical to those used for PIV. To ensure steady
state, data points were taken no more than once per minute
and the flow rate was adjusted only incrementally between
measurements. Data were collected on increasing and de-
creasing flow rate sweeps to ensure that no hysteresis was
observed.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A typical set of velocity profiles, resulting from PIV near
the superhydrophobic wall for the 60-60 ridge surface is
shown in Fig. 5�a� for a range of Reynolds number between
2700�Re�8200. The effect of the superhydrophobic wall
is not observed for the low Reynolds number experiments.
At the low Reynolds numbers, the turbulent velocity profiles

just past transition are, to the limit of our measurements,
equivalent to smooth profiles at identical Reynolds numbers
This is not unexpected for the data points in the laminar or
transitional regime.7,14 For pressure driven flow between two
infinite parallel plates separated by a distance 2� the volume
flow rate per unit depth is given by

q =
2�3

�
�−

dp

dx
��1

3
+

b

b + 2�
	 . �2�

For a given pressure gradient, dp /dx, and fluid viscosity, �,
the volume flow rate can be significantly enhanced only if
the slip length is comparable to the channel height. Previous
laminar regime studies over similar superhydrophobic micro-
features measured slip lengths of b=25 �m independent of
Reynolds number.7 In our channel geometry, such laminar
flow slip lengths would produce a drag reduction of around
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Cross section of flow cell used for pressure drop
measurements. Superhydrophobic surfaces were fitted to both the top and
the bottom surfaces of the channel.
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FIG. 5. �a� Velocity profiles over a microridge surface w=60 �m
d=60 �m showing the development of significant slip velocities with in-
creasing Reynolds number from 2700 ��� to 8200 ���. �Inset� Velocity
profiles near the wall demonstrating prominent slip velocities. Reynolds
numbers are 2700 ���, 3900 ���, 4840 ���, 5150 ���, 6960 ���, and 8200
���. For clarity, the modified Spalding fits ��� from Eq. �3� are only over-
laid on the profiles corresponding to Re=2700 and Re=8200. �b� Velocity
profiles over the w=30 �m d=30 �m microridge surface demonstrate slip
velocity behavior consistent with that observed on the 60-60 surface, but
reduced in magnitude. Reynolds numbers range from 4970 ��� to 7930 ���.
Larger feature spacing performs better for a given Reynolds number. Rey-
nolds numbers are 4970 ���, 5400 ���, 6800 ���, 7160 ���, and 7930 ���
The modified Spalding fits ��� are overlaid on the profile corresponding to
Re=7930.
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1%. Additionally, for small slip lengths, the expected slip
velocity can be approximated by uslip=4Ub /� which should
also be on the order of only a couple of percent of the aver-
age free stream velocity, U, and below the resolution of our
PIV measurements. As the Reynolds number is increased and
the flow becomes fully turbulent, however, a substantial slip
velocity, and slip lengths greater than b	25 �m, are ob-
served along the superhydrophobic wall. The presence of an
air-water interface is visually apparent on the superhydro-
phobic surface giving it a silvery appearance. This result, due
to the differing indices of refraction and slight curvature of
the interface, was observed throughout the range of testing
giving us confidence that the interface was maintained for all
of the experiments reported in this paper.

As the inset of Fig. 5�a� clearly shows, the magnitude of
the slip velocity was found to increase with increasing Rey-
nolds number. Similar, although less pronounced, trends
were observed for the 30–30 ridge case as seen in Fig. 5�b�.
Significant deviation from no-slip behavior is noted past a
Reynolds number of approximately Re=4000 for both the
30-30 and 60-60 ridged cases. Above these Reynolds num-
bers, a nearly linear increase in the slip velocity with increas-
ing Reynolds number was observed for each of the superhy-
drophobic surfaces used. A maximum slip velocity of nearly
40% the mean channel velocity, uslip /U=0.4 was observed
for the 60-60 ridged case at the highest Reynolds numbers
tested.

In order to determine both the shear stress and slip ve-
locity at the smooth and superhydrophobic walls, the PIV
velocity fields were fit to a modified Spalding equation for
turbulent velocity profile above a flat plate,32

y+ = �u+ − uslip
+ � + e−2.05�e−0.41�u+−uslip

+ � − 1 − 0.41�u+ − uslip
+ �

− 1
2 �0.41�u+ − uslip

+ ��2 − 1
6 �0.41�u+ − uslip

+ ��3� . �3�

The Spalding equation is an empirical fit to experimental
turbulent velocity profile data that covers the entire wall re-
gion through the log layer.33 This allows the fit to be applied
farther into the channel, to determine the wall shear stress
more accurately using a greater number of data points than
would be available within the viscous sublayer. Wall shear
stress enters the equation in the definition of the velocity, u+,
and position y+, in wall units. To account for slip, each in-
stance of the velocity in wall units, u+=u�� /�w, in the Spal-
ding equation was replaced by the difference u+−uslip

+ . The fit
was performed by a numerical routine given an initial value
for slip velocity extrapolated from a coarse linear fit of near-
wall data points. An initial wall shear stress was determined
by minimizing the error in the fit. Subsequent iterations
were performed on wall slip velocity and wall shear stress to
minimize the standard error of the fit over the interval
0�y+�50. The resulting fits were accurate to better than
4% at a 95% confidence interval. The results were not appre-
ciably different if the fit is taken to y+=100.

The size of the PIV correlation window was chosen to be
0.2 mm. For the frame rates used, the resulting particle dis-
placements within the correlation window were typically
much less than 25% of the window in the viscous sublayer
and less than 33% of the window everywhere for Reynolds

numbers less than Re�4500. Large particle displacements
were observed far from the wall at the highest Reynolds
numbers, however, no noticeable effects were observed on
the resulting profiles.

As seen in Fig. 5, the resulting fits of Eq. �3� to
the velocity profiles are excellent with and without slip,
which instills confidence in the values of shear stress calcu-
lated from the velocity gradient extrapolated to the wall,
�w=�
��u /�y�
y=0. The maximum slip velocity and observed
wall shear stress reductions correspond to slip lengths of
b	70 �m for the 30-30 microridges and b	120 �m for
the 60-60 microridges. Larger slip velocities and slip lengths
were measured for turbulent flow past superhydrophobic sur-
faces with larger microfeature spacings even as the percent-
age of shear-free interface was kept constant at
w / �w+d�=0.5, as has been observed in the laminar flow
measurements over superhydrophobic surfaces.14 This obser-
vation is consistent previous laminar flow studies7,14 and
with the predictions of DNS in turbulent flows.24 Addition-
ally, Ybert et al.17 showed through a scaling argument that in
laminar flows one expects the slip length to scale linearly
with the microfeature spacing, b
 �w+d�.

In Fig. 6, direct measurements of the pressure drop per
unit length of channel, dp / l, are shown for a smooth PDMS
surface and the superhydrophobic surface containing 60 �m
ridges spaced 60 �m apart in an identical channel. The
result predicted by the Colebrook equation34 for a perfectly
smooth channel of the same dimension is plotted for
reference. The pressure drop per unit length is directly re-
lated to the channel geometry and the wall shear stress,
dp / l=�w�1+2� /W� /�, so it provides a second method for
measuring drag reduction. Significant drag reduction is ini-
tially noted by a leveling off of the in the pressure drop
during the transition from laminar to turbulent flow between
Reynolds numbers of 2000�Re�3000. These data indicate
a delay in the transition to fully developed turbulent flow.
Additionally, for Reynolds numbers greater than Re	3000
the pressure drop over the surperhydrophobic surface grows
at roughly half of the rate of pressure drop over the smooth
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FIG. 6. Pressure drop measurements for flow through a rectangular channel
with a smooth walls ��� and with two walls containing superhydrophobic
microridges with w=60 �m and d=60 �m ���. The Colebrook line �–—�
is shown for a smooth channel.
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surface. The Colebrook line, accurately fits the turbulent flow
data from the smooth surface, and the predicted laminar flow
result passes through the microridge data in the laminar re-
gion below Re�2200. This result is consistent with those
predicted by Eq. �2� and observed by PIV. As noted before
there is no measurable drag reduction or slip velocity for the
present channel geometry in the laminar regime.

Further insight comes from the full channel PIV
where smooth and superhydrophobic surfaces may be simul-
taneously observed at the same mean channel Reynolds
numbers. Wall shear stress, calculated from the modified
Spalding fits, is shown in Fig. 7 for the smooth and superhy-
drophobic surfaces. Again the Colebrook line for a channel
of the same dimensions is shown for comparison. Shear
stress reduction on the superhydrophobic wall follows the
same trends observed from pressure measurements in Fig. 6.
Little significant drag reduction is observed Re�3000 with
a marked reduction in rate of shear stress increase for
Re	5000. The smooth wall behaves as expected for an en-
tirely smooth channel, as indicated by the good agreement
with the Colebrook line.

In Fig. 8, the wall shear stresses, �w, calculated from
the Spalding fit to the velocity profiles and from pressure
measurements of smooth, 30-30 and 60-60 channels are
nondimensionalized to form a coefficient of friction,
Cf =2�wall /�U2, and plotted as a function of Reynolds num-
ber. For comparison, the Colebrook prediction of friction co-
efficient for the present perfectly smooth channel is superim-
posed over the data in Fig. 8. Friction coefficient was
selected to account for small variations in channel height
existing between the pressure drop and PIV experiments. As
previously indicated, the friction coefficients of the smooth
wall, calculated from PIV, and that of the smooth channel,
determined from pressure drop, are in good agreement with
each other as well as with the Colebrook prediction. At low
Reynolds numbers, in the absence of any quantifiable slip at

the superhydrophobic wall, the coefficient of friction for all
cases tracks with that of the smooth-walled channel. At
larger Reynolds numbers, where slip velocities are observed,
the coefficients of friction of the superhydrophobic surfaces
were found to lie well below those of the smooth channels.
The drag reduction was found to increase with increasing
Reynolds number, becoming more significant for Re	5000
as observed in the pressure measurements. The PIV measure-
ments of the channel with a 30-30 superhydrophobic micror-
idge surface on one wall and a smooth no-slip surface on the
opposing wall show a somewhat smaller drag reduction than
that which is noted by pressure drop along with two super-
hydrophobic walls. This result is likely due to differences in
the flow cell geometry, specifically, the presence of the
smooth wall in the PIV measurements, which was necessary
to have transparency for flow visualization. The smooth wall
has a higher wall shear stress than the superhydrophobic sur-
face resulting in an asymmetric velocity profile and an in-
crease in the turbulence intensity near the smooth wall.
These observations were also made by Martell et al.24,23 for a
DNS of channel flow with a single superhydrophobic wall.
Observed drag reductions and slip velocities are in good
agreement with predictions for a DNS at Re�=180, corre-
sponding to an experimental Re=5300 in the PIV data. DNS
slightly over predicts slip velocity, and slightly under pre-
dicts drag reduction at 11% and reports enhanced perfor-
mance with increasing microfeature size, as observed in the
experiments. It should also be noted that DNS of Martell
et al.24,23 does not include interface deflection or compliance
effects. Drag reduction calculated from PIV data are in ex-
cellent agreement with the slip length boundary condition
DNS of Min and Kim21 and predictions of Fukagata et al.22

for streamwise slip. Both groups reported approximately
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FIG. 7. Wall shear stress measured from PIV as a function of Reynolds
number for a channel with a single superhydrophobic surface. Results are
presented for both the smooth top wall ��� and the superhydrophobic bot-
tom wall containing w=30 �m wide ridges spaced d=30 �m apart ���.
Drag reduction is seen only on the superhydrophobic wall, the smooth
wall being in good agreement with the Colebrook prediction for a smooth
channel �—�.
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FIG. 8. Coefficient of friction for various surfaces calculated from both PIV
and pressure measurements. Smooth surfaces ��� and superhydrophobic
surfaces containing w=30 �m wide microridge spaced d=30 �m apart
��� are shown for PIV measurements of a channel with a single superhy-
drophobic wall. Pressure drop measurements from channels with two
smooth walls ��� and two superhydrophobic walls containing w=30 �m
and d=30 �m microridges ��� and w=60 �m d=60 �m microridges ���
are also shown. The predictions of the friction coefficient for a smooth
channel are also shown �—� in both the laminar and turbulent regimes.
Transition occurs around Re=2100.
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21% drag reduction21,22 at the same dimensionless slip length
and friction Reynolds number observed in the present
experiments at Re=5300. Given the challenges of directly
matching DNS and experiments, these results are quite
encouraging.

The turbulent drag reduction, DR= ��no-slip−�SH� /�no-slip,
was computed as the percent difference in shear stress at the
superhydrophobic and no-slip wall and is presented in Fig. 9
as a function of Reynolds number. Drag reduction is pre-
sented rather than slip length because the slip length is dif-
ficult to quantify from the pressure drop measurements in
turbulent flows. The slip length calculated from PIV data is
insignificant in the laminar region and obtains a maximum
value greater than b=70 �m for 30-30 and greater than
b=120 �m for 60-60 ridges. In the present experiments, a
maximum drag reduction in approximately 50% was ob-
served for both microridge geometries once a suitably high
Reynolds number was achieved. Drag reduction is initiated
at a critical Reynolds number in the turbulent regime. For the
microridges under present consideration, the critical
Reynolds number was determined to be Recrit�2500. This
Reynolds number is at or just past the transition to turbulent
flow. This observation, along with the noted lack of drag
reduction in the laminar regime, suggests that the underlying
physical cause of the observed turbulent drag reduction must
relate to the unique structure of wall-bounded turbulent flow.

The physical origins of the critical Reynolds number for
the onset of drag reduction can be understood by analyzing
the relevant length scales in the flow. If the drag reduction
and the slip length were dependent on the microridge geom-

etry and channel dimensions alone, as is the case in laminar
flows, then we would expect to find the drag reduction and
slip length to be independent of Reynolds number. In turbu-
lent flows, however, there is a third length scale of impor-
tance, the thickness of the viscous sublayer which extends
out to y+=5. Although the viscous sublayer thickness re-
mains fixed in wall units, in dimensional form the thickness
of the viscous sublayer decreases with increasing Reynolds
number as yvsl=5��� /�w. Close to the wall, where viscous
stresses dominate, the analytical solutions of Philip11,12 show
that the influence of the shear-free air-water interface extends
to a distance roughly equal to the microridge spacing, w, into
the flow. Thus for the superhydrophobic surface to impact
the turbulent flow, the microridge spacing must approach the
thickness of the viscous sublayer, w�yvsl, or in other words
w+=y+�5. As seen in Fig. 10, the microfeature spacing in
wall units is at least w+	0.75 for all the 30-30 surfaces
tested and w+	2.4 for the 60-60 surfaces. The w+ values are
calculated from shear stress measured at the superhydropho-
bic surface. This means that the microfeature spacing is
minimally 15%–50% of viscous sublayer thickness almost
immediately after the turbulent transition. Hence for 30-30
and 60-60 ridges, drag reduction is noticed almost as soon as
a turbulent flow develops. In laminar flows, significant drag
reduction is noted at feature to height ratios comparable to
those seen with the present feature size and viscous sublayer
thickness.14 A similar scaling has been observed for turbulent
flow over wetted, rough surfaces, where the effects of rough-
ness are not observed until the size of the roughness exceeds
the thickness of the viscous sublayer.32 As the Reynolds
number increases and the thickness of the viscous sublayer is
further reduced, the presence of the superhydrophobic sur-
face will more strongly influence the velocity profile within
the viscous sublayer and reduce the momentum transferred
from the fluid to the wall and the vorticity of the fluid at the
edge of the viscous sublayer. Turbulence intensity is thereby
reduced, increasing the drag reduction. One therefore expects
that saturation of the turbulent drag reduction is likely in the
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FIG. 9. Drag reduction as a function of Reynolds number for a channel with
�a� a single superhydrophobic wall w=30 �m d=30 �m ��� and �b� two
superhydrophobic walls containing w=30 �m and d=30 �m microridges
��� and w=60 �m and d=60 �m microridges ���.
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FIG. 10. The microridge spacing in wall units, w+, as a function of Reynolds
number. The data are taken from PIV measurements from a channel with a
single superhydrophobic surface of w=30 �m and d=30 �m microridges
��� and from pressure measurements for flow through a channel with two
superhydrophobic walls containing w=30 �m and d=30 �m microridges
��� and w=60 �m and d=60 �m microridges ���. A spacing of w+=5
corresponds to the thickness of the viscous sublayer. Only points in the
turbulent regime are shown.
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limit of very large Reynolds numbers where the microridges
are much larger than the viscous sublayer. In this limit, the
drag reduction should approach a limit of DR=w / �d+w� as
momentum is only transferred from the solid fraction of the
superhydrophobic surface and the viscous sublayer is thin
enough that the no-slip and shear-free portions of the surface
can be considered independently. For the present shear-free
area ratios, this limit would be 50%. This is consistent with
both the asymptotic value of our PIV and pressure drop mea-
surements. Drag reduction results shown in Fig. 9 appear
consistent with this hypothesis, the 60-60 ridges already ap-
pearing to plateau. As the critical Reynolds number will de-
crease with increasing feature spacing, coarser superhydro-
phobic surfaces will begin to perform better at lower
Reynolds numbers. It is therefore expected that equivalent
drag reduction performance will be accessible to much finer
microfeature spacings at higher Reynolds numbers. With fine
superhydrophobic surfaces, little drag reduction may be evi-
dent until the viscous sublayer shrinks significantly, well past
transition. This result appears promising for possible com-
mercial applications of this technology. This is because small
feature spacing results in a more robust superhydrophobic
surface capable of maintaining a coherent air-water interface
at larger static pressures, while at the same time ships that
might benefit from such surfaces operate at Reynolds num-
bers significantly greater than those interrogated in the
present experiments.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Significant drag reduction has been measured by PIV
and direct pressure measurements in turbulent flows over su-
perhydrophobic microridge surfaces. No significant drag re-
duction or slip velocities were noted in the laminar regime,
consistent with theoretical predictions of laminar flow supe-
rhydrophobic drag reduction and previous experimental stud-
ies. This and the slip velocities observed at the wall demon-
strate that the drag reduction is due to the presence of a
shear-free interface. Slip velocities and drag reductions were
found to increase with Reynolds number, the latter appearing
to plateau at the highest Reynolds numbers tested. This drag
reduction is found to increase more quickly with increasing
feature spacing for equal shear-free area ratio. Our experi-
ments suggest that viscous sublayer thickness is the correct
height scaling for these surfaces and there exists a critical
Reynolds number reached as the viscous sublayer thickness
approaches microfeature size, when the onset of drag reduc-
tion will occur. Additional experiments and numerical simu-
lations are currently underway to investigate this hypothesis.
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